A key aspect of human cognitive flexibility concerns the ability to rapidly convert 13 complex symbolic instructions into novel behaviors. Previous research proposes 14 that this fast configuration is supported by two differentiated neurocognitive states, 15 namely, an initial declarative maintenance of task knowledge, and a progressive 16 transformation into a pragmatic, action-oriented state necessary for optimal task 17 execution. Furthermore, current models predict a crucial role of frontal and parietal 18 brain regions in this transformation. However, direct evidence for such 19 frontoparietal formatting of novel task representations is still lacking. Here, we 20 report the results of an fMRI experiment in which participants had to execute novel 21 instructed stimulus-response associations. We then used a multivariate pattern-22 tracking procedure to quantify the degree of neural activation of instructions in 23 declarative and procedural representational formats. This analysis revealed, for the 24 first time, format-unique representations of relevant task sets in frontoparietal 25 areas, prior to execution. Critically, the degree of procedural (but not declarative) 26 activation predicted subsequent behavioral performance. Our results shed light on 27 current debates on the architecture of cognitive control and working memory 28 systems, suggesting a contribution of frontoparietal regions to output gating 29 mechanisms that drive behavior. 30 31 32
Identifying task set prioritization activity 161 As a first step, we investigated which brain regions were predominantly involved in 162 instruction prioritization. Our intuition was that prioritization would boost 163 implementation signals and, as such, we expected a frontoparietal network to be 164 particularly crucial, as it is usually involved in the implementation of novel task 165 sets 11, [14] [15] [16] [17] 24 . We thus established a set of a priori candidate regions that 166 encompassed frontal (inferior and middle frontal gyri) and (inferior and superior) 167 parietal cortices (see Fig. 3c , and the Region-of-interest definition section in the 168 Methods). We then performed two whole-brain analyses to find regions sensitive to 169 task set prioritization (defined as informative vs. neutral retro-cues) in their overall 170 activation magnitude or voxel-wise activity patterns, using a general linear model 171 (GLM) and multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA), respectively. First, we found that 172 informative retro-cues elicited significantly higher activity in regions of the FPN, 173 including the inferior and middle frontal gyri, inferior and superior parietal cortices, 174 as well as regions outside the FPN, such as the lateral occipital cortex (Fig. 3a,  10 primary voxel threshold [p < 0.001 uncorrected] and cluster-defining threshold 176 [FWE p < .05]). Furthermore, a searchlight decoding analysis 25 revealed that the 177 FPN contained information in its patterns of activity about the prioritization status 178 (Fig. 3b , primary voxel threshold [p < 0.0001 uncorrected] and cluster-defining 179 threshold [FWE p < .05]; see also Methods for details on how this analysis 180 controlled for univariate differences in activity magnitude). Overall, the resulting 181 statistical maps of these two analyses roughly overlap with the set of a priori 182 defined regions of interest (ROIs; Fig. 3C ), confirming the involvement of the FPN 183 in task set prioritization. 184 To test our hypothesis that implementation would boost the representation of retro-185 cued S-R categories, we performed two similar decoding analyses in the 4 FPN
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ROIs. First, we tested if in the moment of the retro-cue the patterns of activity in 187 these four regions carried information about the category of the cued S-R. We 188 found significant category decoding in the right PFC and bilateral parietal ROIs 189 (one-sample t-tests against chance level, all ps < 0.013, FDR-corrected for multiple 190 comparisons), and close to significance decoding in the left PFC (t25,1 = 1.69, p = 191 0.052). Next, we tested the extent to which the FPN also carried information about 192 the encoded, but not cued category. In contrast with the previous results, decoding 193 did not reach significance in any of the ROIs (all ps > 0.6). Finally, we directly Altogether, these results show that instruction implementation has a profound 216 impact on FPN activity, boosting the representation of prioritized task sets over 217 encoded, but irrelevant ones. However, similarly to previous studies, they are 218 agnostic regarding the nature of the signals underlying such effect. The main goal 219 of our study was to test the extent to which, during this implementation stage, 220 relevant task information was represented in a declarative and/or procedural 221 format. In a first scenario (amplification hypothesis), implementation would merely 222 preserve relevant declarative information. Alternatively, it could transform the initial 223 representation of task information into a primarily action-oriented format (serial 224 coding hypothesis). Last, action-oriented representations could coexist with 225 preserved declarative representations (dual coding hypothesis). To adjudicate 226 between these options, we implemented a canonical template tracking procedure 227 that allowed us to estimate the degree of neural activation of specific S-R 228 categories under the two functional formats of interest (see Figure 4 , for a visual 229 representation of the procedure). To do so, for each subject, we first obtained 230 whole-brain templates of each S-R category in procedural and declarative formats, 231 using data from two functional localizers. Subsequently, we estimated the extent to 232 which these two traces governed the data of the main task, specifically during the 233 presentation of informative retro-cues. We performed this step in an ROI-based 234 13 fashion. For each ROI and trial type, we extracted the pattern of activity during the 235 retro-cue, keeping track of which S-R categories were either cued, uncued, or not 236 presented in that trial. Then, we computed the semi-partial correlation between this 237 pattern of activity and the declarative and procedural templates of each S-R 238 category. Importantly, we used semi-partial correlations as they allowed us to 239 estimate the amount of shared variance between task data and a given template 240 (e.g. S-R category 1 in procedural state) that is not explained by the same 241 template in the alternative state (e.g. S-R category 1 in declarative state).
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Therefore, processes common to both localizers (e.g. arousal, domain-general 243 attention and/or task preparation) cannot inflate correlations, and any significant 244 result rather reflects the activation of S-R information in a specific format during the To elucidate which signals govern implementation in control-related regions, we 281 carried out the template tracking procedure on each FPN region separately.
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Furthermore, we decided to include the ventral visual cortex (VVC) in this analysis 283 to explore the effect of implementation in higher-order visual regions, since these 284 have been consistently shown to be involved in instruction processing 11, 13, 14, 16 . all ps < 0.02). In contrast, IES did not correlate with declarative activation in any 337 region (all rs < -0.34, all ps > 0.09). When averaging activation indices across FPN 338 regions, an identical pattern was found, namely, a significant correlation of IES with 339 procedural (r = -0.679, p < 0.001) but not declarative (r = 0.06, p = 0.77) activation 340 ( Fig. 6c-d) . Similar results were obtained when using RTs (procedural: r = -0.67, p 341 < 0.001; declarative: r = 0.076, p = .71) and error rates (procedural: r = -0.54, p = 342 0.004; declarative: r = -0.019, p = 0.93) as behavioral measures. Altogether, these 343 results show that the more the FPN represented procedural information of relevant 344 S-Rs, the faster and more accurate participants executed the instruction. In In the current study, we report a pervasive effect of novel task sets implementation the results could reflect both declarative preservation and procedural activation, as 366 predicted by a dual-coding hypothesis. Using a canonical template tracking 367 analysis we were able to adjudicate between these options and, for the first time, 368 obtain evidence in favor of the dual coding hypothesis. As such, our results show 369 that implementation engages independent procedural and declarative 370 representations of relevant task information in the FPN.
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A first consideration concerns the exact nature of the reactivated signals. In the 372 declarative localizer, participants had to remember specific S-R associations and 373 match them to another S-R probe. In contrast, in the procedural localizer, 374 participants' goal was to execute the correct response associated with a target 375 stimulus. The different readout from WM thus encouraged different strategies, as 376 suggested by previous studies 3,7,16 . Therefore, it is conceivable that templates will 377 contain unique information: a persistent maintenance of the memoranda in the 378 declarative localizer, and a proactive action-oriented representation, in the 379 procedural localizer. However, templates likely share further information, for 380 21 instance, related to specific perceptual stimulation and general-domain processes, 381 such as arousal or attention. We took several measures to reduce the influence of 382 information not specifically related to declarative or procedural components. First, 383 template reactivation was derived from semi-partial correlations between data from 384 the main task and the localizers. Thus, our measure reflects unique shared 385 variance between the task and the representation of an S-R category in a given templates were built for S-R categories rather than unique mappings, and therefore 396 a contribution of perceptual features to template reactivation seems unlikely.
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Moreover, semi-partial correlations were computed between data from the retro-398 cue screen (in the main task), and inter-stimulus interval (in the localizers), which 399 reduces the likelihood of significant correlations due to perceptual similarity 400 between templates and specific S-Rs. Therefore, we believe it is the most 401 straightforward interpretation to consider that our procedure succeeded at tracking 402 specific declarative and procedural signals, as also hinted by the validation results 403 22 in the motor cortex. From this standpoint, our results suggest that during task set 404 implementation, FPN regions can maintain the declarative memoranda conveyed 405 by the instruction and, simultaneously, an independent action-oriented S-R code 406 that primarily drives task execution. nodes is intrinsically higher than that of declarative templates, which in turn might 417 induce a lack of power to detect the reactivation of declarative templates in the 418 same regions during the task. To rule out these concerns, and inspired by previous 419 studies using similar canonical template tracking procedures 31 , for each template 420 and region of the FPN, we compared the signal-to-noise ratio (computed as mean 421 t-value across voxels of the ROI divided by the standard deviation), informational 422 content (computed as Shannon entropy) and correlationability of the templates (i.e. 423 the degree to which individual templates correlated with other templates from the 424 same localizer). This analysis revealed that procedural and declarative FPN 425 templates did not differ in any of these measures ( Supplementary Table 1) . 426 
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Thus, our results suggest, first, that prefrontal representations carry action-oriented 427 information during instruction following. This is line with previous studies that 428 propose a crucial role of the frontolateral cortex in the integration of stimulus and 429 response information into a task set based on verbal instructions 12,32,33 , as well as 430 in representing task rules 17,24 and goals 34 . In contrast, parietal cortices contained 431 both declarative and procedural information of relevant S-Rs. Whereas the role of 432 parietal regions in representing goals and task set information is widely 433 acknowledged 11, 13, 16, 17, 24, 34, 35 , it is unclear what drives such declarative activation. 434 One possibility is that it reflects a category-specific top-down selection scheme, 435 driven by increased attention towards the cued S-R 36,37 . The fact that a similar 436 pattern was found in higher-order visual regions, which usually coordinate with content into a state that is optimal for behavior. In line with these ideas, we show 463 that an action-oriented representation of task sets dominates activity in frontal 464 cortices and that this representational format, and not a declarative one, is tightly 29 least 9 correct responses. S-R mappings used during the practice were never used 562 again.
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After the main task, participants performed two localizer tasks aimed at obtaining a 564 canonical representation of each S-R category in the two formats of interest 565 (declarative and procedural). The structure of the task was almost identical in the 566 two localizers and was designed to encourage either implementation or 567 memorization strategies. In both localizers, trials started with an encoding screen 568 (2000 ms) that contained two mappings of the same S-R category, followed by an 569 inter-stimulus interval of jittered duration (same parameters as in the main task).
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Last, a target screen appeared (1500 ms) followed by a jittered ITI. The target 571 screen differed in the two localizers and was inspired by previous studies 572 investigating the dissociation of implementing vs. memorizing new instructions 2,3,16 .
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In the procedural localizer, the target was identical to the one in the main task. It 574 consisted of a single image that prompted participants to execute the associated 575 response. The declarative localizer, in contrast, displayed a memory probe 576 consisting of one image and one response finger. Participants were trained to 577 answer whether the displayed mapping was correct (same association as the 578 encoded one) or incorrect (different association) by pressing both left-hand buttons 579 (when "correct") or both right-hand buttons (when "incorrect"). Therefore, in the 580 memorization localizer, participants never had to prepare to execute the encoded 581 mapping but rather just maintain its information. As in the main task, catch trials voxel size=3 x 3 x 2.5 mm, distance factor=0%, 50 slices). Whole-brain functional 600 images were obtained using an echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR=1730 601 ms, TE=30 ms, image matrix=84 × 84, FOV=210 mm, flip angle=66°, slice 602 thickness=2.5 mm, voxel size=2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 mm, distance factor=0%, 50 slices) 603 with slice acceleration factor 2 (Simultaneous Multi-Slice acquisition). Slices were 604 orientated along the AC-PC line for each subject. For each run of the main task, 373 volumes were acquired, whereas 330 volumes 606 were acquired during each localizer. In all cases, the first 8 volumes were under the two different formats of interest (procedural and declarative), and later
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(2) estimate the extent of variance during implementation uniquely explained by 699 each of these representations. The functional localizers performed after the main 700 task allowed us to obtain a participant-specific canonical pattern of activation for 701 each S-R category in declarative and procedural formats. All patterns were derived 702 from beta weights of the GLMs described in the section General Linear Model 703 estimations. Prior to analysis, betas were converted into t-maps and, to increase 704 the reliability of our estimation, we performed multivariate noise normalization on 705 each individual run of the main task and template separately 53 . To do so, we used 706 the residuals of each participant's GLMs to estimate the noise covariance between 707 voxels. These estimates, regularized by the optimal shrinkage factor 54 , were used 708 to spatially pre-whiten the t-maps.
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To measure the reactivation of the canonical patterns during the main task, for 710 each region, we computed the semi-partial correlation between the pattern of 711 activity during the retro-cue in the main task and the canonical template of each S-712 R category in the two formats. Since our GLM included different retro-cue 713 regressors depending on the selected S-R category, we could obtain a specific 714 reactivation value for cued, uncued and not-presented categories. Importantly, 715 semi-partial correlations were used to obtain the amount of variance shared 716 between the main task and a template of an S-R category (e.g. in procedural state) 717 that is not explained by the template of that same category in the opposite state 718 (e.g. declarative). To statistically test the boost of cued information, we first 719 normalized the semi-correlation scores by using Fisher's z transformation and then 720 36 performed paired t-tests between the cued, uncued and not-presented S-R 721 categories activation (FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons). The data that support the findings of this study are available from the 736 corresponding author upon reasonable request. 
